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Abstract. Authentication is a prerequisite for proper access controlto many e-services.
Often, it is carried out by identifying the user, while generally, verification of certified
attributes would suffice. Even worse, this kind of authentication makes all the user’s
transactions linkable and discloses an excessive amount ofpersonal information, and
thus erodes the user’s privacy. This is in clear contradiction to the data minimization
principle put forth in the European data protection legislation.
In this paper, we presentdata-minimizing mobile authentication, which is a kind of
attribute-based authentication through the use of anonymous credentials, thereby re-
vealing substantially less personal information about theuser. We describe two typi-
cal scenarios, design an architecture, and discuss a prototype implemented on a smart
phone which minimizes the disclosure of personal data in a user-to-terminal authen-
tication setting. The prototype uses the Identity Mixer anonymous credential system
(Idemix) and realizes short-range communication between the smart phone and the
terminal using visual channels over which QR codes are exchanged. Furthermore, the
security has been improved and unauthorized sharing of credentials prevented by stor-
ing the credentials’ secret key in a secure element hosted bythe mobile phone. Our
measurements show that the use of smart phones for data-minimizing authentication
can be an actual “game changer” for a broad deployment of anonymous credential
systems.
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1 Introduction

In today’s service-oriented world, users regularly have toauthenticate to a clerk, a terminal, a
door, or an on-line service to gain access to a desired resource. Most often, this happens using
a physical credential (e.g., a badge), or a user name and password, or an X.509 certificate and
the corresponding private key. In all these cases, authentication leads to theidentificationof
the user, which is often not required by the underlying business processes (e.g., to access a
newspaper site, it suffices that the site is convinced that the user has a valid subscription and
does not need to know the identity of the user). These traditional authentication protocols
also have the adverse effect that multiple authenticationswith the same (or even different)
service providers are linkable and allows for compiling extensive user profiles.

Many of the scenarios that use identity-based access control could be adapted to use
attribute-based access controlinstead, that is, the authorization to access a service is based
on proven properties of the user’s attributes that are certified by a trusted identity provider.



An example is age verification of a customer who wants to buy analcoholic beverage in a
bar. It should suffice for her to prove to the bartender that she was born more than 16 years
ago, instead of having to show her identity card, thereby disclosing not only her exact date
of birth, but also other identifying information such as hername or address.

Anonymous credential systems[12, 8, 7, 4] can be used to realize such attribute-based au-
thentication. They allow a user to selectively release information about the attributes embed-
ded in a credential or even combine multiple credentials formaking more complex identity
statements. For instance, as in the example above, the birthdate attribute can be used to prove
to be older than 16, without revealing the birthdate itself.In the sequel of this article, we will
focus on anonymous credential systems in which multiple interactions performed with such
credentials are unlinkable [12, 8, 2], unless the released attribute information makes them
linkable (e.g., a unique serial number or a unique combination of attribute values). Creden-
tial systems are, from a privacy point of view, the most suitable technology for realizing
attribute-based authentication. A drawback of credentialsystems is that they require sub-
stantially more computational effort than traditional authentication technologies. However,
today’s most advanced mobile phones, the so called smart phones, are computationally suffi-
ciently powerful to execute anonymous credential protocols in a reasonable time. They also
have sufficient memory to store all the user’s credentials, and can optionally be extended
with a secure element (e.g., a smart microSD card) to protectthe corresponding user’s se-
crets. Smart phones are particularly well-suited as host platform for credential protocols
because they are usually kept around, they allow for realizing intuitive graphical user in-
terfaces, and they can connect to other devices via short-range communication channels.
Currently, ongoing developments in the area of trusted execution environments go into the
direction of strengthening future smart phones to make themeven better suited for hosting
the credentials of a user.

In this paper we illustrate how mobile devices can facilitate attribute-based authentica-
tion of a user sitting in front of a terminal. Users will authenticate with their mobile phone to
an authorization authority with the restriction that only the user sitting in front of the terminal
is able to perform the authentication. We denote these scenarios asuser-to-terminal authen-
tication. Some real-world examples are: the age verification of customers in a bar when they
order alcoholic drinks, access control to the premises of one’s employer, or to an event for
which one has to acquire a ticket. In all cases, it is important that no third party can perform
the authentication instead of the user at the terminal.

Contributions and paper structure.In this paper, we describe two scenarios for attribute-
based authentication with a mobile device. We presentprotocols that make use of short-
range channels between the user’s smart phone and a terminalto establish an authenticated
channel between the mobile and an authorization server (Sec. 3). The mobile will perform
attribute-based authentication by using the Identity Mixer credential system. The use of
short-range communication channels ensures that only the device in front of the terminal
can execute the protocol. We present asystem architecturefor realizing those authentica-
tion protocols using visual short-range communication channels based on QR-codes (Sec. 4).
The architecture also supports asecure element(smart microSD card) for handling secret
key material throughout their life cycle, that is, storing them and performing all computa-
tions involving them. A prototype system has been built on anAndroid smart phone. We
presentmeasurementsof the key metrics that determine protocol execution times (Sec. 5);
the results are very encouraging so that a practical application of anonymous authentication



technologies on standard smart phones can be considered feasible. We conclude in Section 6
and provide an outlook on future research that is required inthis area.

Related Work.Chari et al. [11] presented a taxonomy on different m-commerce scenarios
with mobile devices. Our user-to-terminal scenarios fit in their Kiosk-CentricandFull Con-
nectivitymodel, respectively. Similarly, our solution also fits in the model of Claessens [13],
in which the mobile is combined with a workstation in order tohave a higher degree of
security and mobility.

Many schemes have been presented that use physically constrained channels [18, 22, 19,
16, 23, 25] in order to obtain a secure communication channelbetween two nearby devices
(e.g., audio, motion, QR codes or radio profiling). Althoughthey are often related to device
pairing, they also apply to our user-to-terminal authentication. However, privacy is often of
a lesser concern (e.g., for device pairing). In our solution, we combine the short-range com-
munication channel with a more privacy-friendly authentication mechanism, namely anony-
mous credentials, partially implemented on a secure element.

Bichsel et al. [3] presented a full Java card implementationof anonymous credentials
similar to the ones used in the Identity Mixer library. Showing a credential takes about 7.4s
for a 1280-bit modulus. Other implementations require partial trust on the host. Sterckx
et al. [24] made an implementation of the DAA protocol which is closely related to Iden-
tity Mixer credentials, taking about 4.2s for a credential show using a 1024-bit modulus.
Danes [14] presented another approach, similar to ours, in which only the master secret is
kept on the card. We present a solution based on a proof of knowledge of a discrete logarithm
in hidden order groups.

There are also prototypes implementing U-Prove [4] anonymous credentials, which take
about 0.5s for showing a credential [20]. Note that in order to remainunlinkable, the U-Prove
system requires the issuance of a new credential for each transaction, which may quickly
exhaust the EEPROM of the card [3] and also relativizes the seemingly good performance.

2 Requirements

In the introduction, we argued why the user’s smart phone is an ideal device for storing the
user’s credentials. First, we list its major advantages:

– the mobile device has ample storage capacity;
– it has sufficient processing power;
– it is equipped with a camera;
– it has several means of communicating;
– it can often be extended with a secure element (smartµSD card);
– it has a high resolution screen that can realize user-friendly interfaces;
– it is kept around all the time, hence, it is almost always available.

In this paper, we focus on anonymous Idemix credentials, butother kinds of credentials
can also be supported although they do not offer the same level of privacy for the user and
the same level of assurance for the relying party.

The requirements can be summarized as follows:

1. authentication should only happen with the user’s consent;
2. authentication should only be possible by the user in front of the terminal;
3. sharing of credentials (e.g., with friends) should be impossible;



4. when the smart phone is lost or stolen, the credentials should no longer be usable.

Thefirst requirementdemands that for every authentication, at least someuser interac-
tion is necessary (e.g., at least a click on an OK-button).

The second requirementis more difficult to realize. The authentication process needs
to involve a short-range communication channelbetween the terminal and the mobile
device. An ideal channel would be an NFC-channel. However, most smart phones do not yet
support this kind of communication and terminals even less.Bluetooth is not really short-
range, and WiFi certainly not. Therefore, our scenarios will use avisual channel: QR-codes
will be displayed on the screen and scanned by the camera of the device at the other end of the
channel. Since the camera must be positioned a few centimeters in front of the displayed QR-
code, this way of exchanging information certainly realizes a short-range communication
channel.

Thethird requirementcan be realized by introducing asecure element. In our scenarios,
we will assume that the smart phone has a free slot for aµSD card. A (secure) smartµSD
card is used to store the user’s secrets of the credentials. Every credential is associated with
a secret; when using a credential, the user needs to prove knowledge of the corresponding
secret. Since the user has no longer direct access to these secrets, the original Identity Mixer
library that we use as anonymous credential system, had to bemodified as follows:

– the user secret is generated on the smartµSD card and never leaves the card;
– the credential issue protocol and the credential show protocol have been adapted so that

all computations (exponentiations) that involve the user secret are delegated to the smart
µSD card.

Since one needs the user secret for showing a credential, anduser secrets are kept in a secure
element, it becomes impossible to share credentials.

For thefourth requirement, the use of the smartµSD card is further restricted: the card
will only perform an operation if the correctPIN-code is given. Hence, when the mobile
device is lost or stolen, the new owner will not be able to use the stored credentials since she
cannot ”activate” the card via the correct PIN-code.

3 Scenarios

In this section, we present two typical uses of the smart phone as a tool to prove the user’s
attributes:

– a customer wants to buy an alcoholic beverage from a vending machine and needs to
prove that she is older than 16 (cf. Section 3.2);

– a user wants to access protected articles of a newspaper website and needs to prove that
she is a genuine subscriber to that paper (cf. Section 3.3).

Before we discuss the protocols in detail, we first describe the notation used, the basic
building blocks and the assumptions for these settings.



3.1 Notation, Building Blocks and Assumptions

In the scenarios, several different communication channels are used, going from secure con-
nections, over visual connections to GUI-based connections. Table 1 lists the symbols used
in the protocol descriptions and their meaning. The arrows show the direction in which infor-
mation is exchanged; a double arrow means that in this interaction, information is exchanged
in both directions (possibly in several rounds). Sets are represented by{ . . .}.

Table 1.Meaning of symbols used in the protocol descriptions

Symbol Meaning

→ ,← ,↔ unprotected communication channel (e.g., a TCP-connection over a wired or
wireless network)

⇒ ,⇐ ,⇔ secure communication channel (e.g., a wired connection that is inaccessible to
external parties or a TLS/SSL-protected connection)

QR→ , QR← visual communication channel, where messages are exchanged via QR codes
RF→ , RF← unprotected radio communication channel (e.g., GPRS, WiFi, . . . )
{ . . .} set of items
π policy
φ statement or claim (e.g., the credential holder is older than 16 and has a valid

subscription to the newspaper)
φ ⊢ π statementφ fulfills the policy π
Ξ payload added to a protocol message

We also use a few cryptographic building blocks:

Encryption schemes. Public key encryption is used for protecting both the confidentiality
and integrity of messages. We will use the following functions to indicate public key encryp-
tion/decryption:

ciphertext← AsymEnc(PK, plaintext)
plaintext← AsymDec(SK, ciphertext)

wherePK andSKrepresent the public and private keys, of which the public key, PK, can be
certified in a certificate, Cert.

Anonymous credentials. In the protocols, signed proofs of knowledge are generatedby the
function:

SPK← ConstructSPK(π, C ; PIN){msg}.

It has four parameters: a policy,π, which specifies what has to be proven, a set of creden-
tials,C , the PIN-code,PIN, for activating the secure element4, and the message,msg, to be

4 The secure element, a smartµSD card, holds all the credentials’ secrets and executes thenecessary
operations with these secrets to generate the required signatures. The PIN code is necessary to
activate the card, so that unauthorized usage is prevented.If no secure element is used, the PIN can
be omitted. This, however, requires substantially more trust in the mobile device.



signed. The signature can be verified with

Verify(SPK, info)

whereSPK is the signed proof of knowledge andinfo extra information necessary for the
verification (e.g., a reference to the session or selected policy).

Roles. Fig. 1 depicts the roles active during user-to-terminal authentication. A userU com-
municates through his mobile deviceM with a terminalT. The terminal communicates with
the authorization authorityA. In Scenario 1, the relying party (i.e., the vending machine)
contains both the terminal and the authorization authority. In contrast, in Scenario 2 the ter-
minal is not trusted by the relying party (i.e., the website). Hence, the authorization authority
coincides with the relying party.
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(a) Scenario 1
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(b) Scenario 2

Fig. 1.Roles and Setup forScenario 1: a vending machineandScenario 2: a newspaper website.

Assumptions. If the connection betweenT andA is unprotected orT is not controlled by the
RP, an SSL/TLS-channel will be set up betweenT andA. We will omit this in the protocol
descriptions.

3.2 Scenario 1: a Vending Machine

As presented in Fig. (a), in the first scenario a vending machine for soft drinks and alcoholic
beverages will only sell alcohol to customers older than a certain age (e.g., 16 years). The
main goal is to prevent that youngsters buy alcoholic beverageswithout the consent of an
adult, so that the machine can operate unattended (even in playgrounds or in schools), while
complying to regulations.

We assume that the vending machine is equipped with a (small)screen of sufficient
resolution (to be able to show QR codes) and a camera able to scan QR-codes. The vending
machine contains both the terminalT and the authorization serverA. We do not assume that
A is online; hence, revocation of credentials will not have aninstantaneous effect. However,
each time the machine is replenished, the revocation information can be uploaded into the
machine.

Table 2 describes the protocol in detail. When the customer selects an alcoholic beverage,
RP needs to verify the age of the buyer. Therefore, it sends a nonce (NRP), its identity (IDRP)



and its policy (πRP) to the terminalT (1).T encodes these items into a QR-code and displays
it on its screen (2). The customer scans the QR-code with her smart phoneM (3-4).M then
selects a set of credentialsC that can be used to fulfill the policyπRP thereby taking the user
preferences5 ψU into account (5). The smart phoneM displays the policy6 and credential
selection toU in a user-friendly manner on its screen (6). The userU selects the claim(s)
to prove (φU) and the credentials (C ∗) to use and enters her PIN-code to unlock the secure
element (SE) (7). Then, the smart phoneM and the secure elementSE will execute together
the signing protocol, thereby proving the claim(s) (φU) with the selected credentials (C ∗)
and signing the nonce (NA) and the identity (IDRP) of the vending machine (8). Note that
SE will only collaborate if the correct PIN-code has been entered by the user. The signature,
claims and possible extra payload7 (Ξ ) is then encoded as a QR-code, displayed on the
smart phone’s screen and scanned by the vending machine’s camera (9-11). The data is then
forwarded to the authorization serverA (9), which verifies whether the claims fulfill the
policy and checks the validity of the signature (and possibly the payment) (12).

Table 2.Scenario 1: the vending machine

(1) T⇐ A : NA , IDRP, πRP
(2) T : m1 = EncodeQR(NA, IDRP, πRP)
(3) M

QR← T : m1
(4) M : {NA , IDRP, πRP } = ScanQR(m1)
(5) M : C = selectCreds(πRP,ψU)

(6) U . . .← M : Present πRP,C

(7) U . . .→ M : C
∗ ⊂ C ,φU ⊢ πRP,PINSE

(8) M↔ SE : SPKU = ConstructSPK(φU,C
∗;PINSE){NA , IDRP}

(9) M : m2← EncodeQR(φU,SPKU,Ξ )
(10) M

QR→ T : m2
(11) T : {φU,SPKU,Ξ}← ScanQR(m2)
(12) T⇒ A : φU,SPKU,Ξ
(13) A : if (! (φU ⊢ πRP) || ! Verify(SPKU, {φU, NA})) abort

Note that this scenario cannot prevent that youngsters buy alcoholic beverages by using
the smart phone of an adult. However, this assumes a collusion between the youngster and
the owner of the phone since the youngster will need the PIN-code to activate the secure
element8. This is similar to the situation where the adult buys the beverage and gives it to
the youngster. Also, a relay-attack can be arranged: the youngster’s smart phone could relay
the machine’s nonce, ID and policy to the smart phone of an adult (e.g., via a Bluetooth
connection), which then generates the required signature and returns it to the child’s phone.

5 The user preferences specify which credentials can be used in which transactions. They can also
restrict the kind of claims that can be proven with each credential.

6 The policy may offer different options: e.g., the user can prove that she is older than 16 by using
an eID credential and proving that her birth happened more than 16 years ago or by using a driver
license credential and simply proving that she possesses a valid one.

7 E.g. if the smart phonephone is capable of doing payments, payment information can be added here.
8 Without a secure element, the youngster could surreptitiously “borrow” the phone of an adult, and

buy the alcoholic beverage unnoticed.



Again, this assumes a collusion: additional software needsto be installed on the adult’s phone
and signatures will only be generated after entering the PIN-code (which suggests the adult’s
consent)9. Also, the use of a Bluetooth connection assumes the adult’sproximity.

3.3 Scenario 2: a Newspaper Website

In this scenario (see Fig. (b)), the user, sitting behind hislaptop or desktop, visits the web-
site of a newspaper and wants to access a protected article. The web server wants to verify
whether the visitor is currently subscribed to that newspaper. We assume that subscribers
possess an anonymous credential which lists the subscription period. The main goal is to
prevent that subscriptions are shared among friends so thatdifferent users can access the
articlessimultaneously.

The differences with the previous scenario are:

– the terminalT is under control of the user or an external entity;
– the web server coincides with the authorization server;
– T may not have a webcam; hence,T may not be able to scan a QR-code;
– the smart phoneM has Internet access via a radio channel (e.g., GPRS, WiFi, . .. )

Table 3 describes the protocol in detail. We assume that a secure communication channel
has been set up between the terminalT (e.g., an applet within the browser) and the autho-
rization serverA.

In step (1),A sends a nonce, its policy and its certificate CertRP to T. The certificate
contains besides IDRP also the public key ofRP. Steps (2)-(8) are similar to those in scenario
1. Next, the smart phoneM encrypts the user’s claims (φU), the attribute-based signature
(SPKU ) and a possible payload with the public key of the relying party (9). The ciphertext is
then sent directly (via a radio channel) to the authorization serverA (10), which will decrypt
the ciphertext (11) and verify the claim(s) and the signature (12).

Table 3.Scenario 2: Access to a newspaper website

(1) T⇐ A : NA , π, CertRP
(2) T : m1 = EncodeQR(NA , CertRP, πRP)
(3) M

QR← T : m1
(4) M : {NA , CertRP, πRP } = ScanQR(m1)
(5) M : C = selectCreds(πRP,ψU)

(6) U . . .← M : Present π,C

(7) U . . .→ M : C ∗ ⊂ C ,φU ⊢ πRP,PINSE

(8) M↔ SE : SPKU = ConstructSPK(φU,C
∗;PINSE){NA ,CertRP.SUBJECT}

(9) M : m2 = AsymEnc(CertRP.PK,{φU,SPKU,Ξ})
(10) M

RF→ A : m2
(11) A : {φU,SPKU,Ξ}= AsymDec(SKRP,m2)
(12) A : if (! (φU ⊢ πRP) || ! Verify(SPKU, {φU, NA})) abort

9 When the adult’s smart phone is also infected with a key-logger, the PIN-code could have been
captured in a previous interaction with the secure element.Although not impossible, we deem that
the youngster being able to buy the alcoholic beverage this way highly unlikely, since the attack is
only possible when the adult’s smart phone is nearby.



The nonceNA serves two purposes: it prevents replay attacks and it also links the authen-
tication interaction (over the RF-channel) to the connection between the terminal and the
web server. This protocol ensures for the web server that someone with a valid subscription
is sitting in front of the screen of the terminal. If the smartphone is equipped with a secure
element (SE), a subscription credential can no longer be shared among friends.

3.4 Discussion

The previous two scenarios fulfill all the requirements listed in Section 2.
Both scenarios require theuser’s consent, since the user has to select which claim(s) to

prove with which credentials. Also, a PIN-code must be entered by the user to activate the
secure element (cf. line 7); hence, a lost or stolen smart phone will not allow the new owner to
make use of the stored credentials. Malware can circumvent the required user interactions by
automating them. A key logger can also capture the PIN-code,although this is less obvious
when digits are entered via the smart phone’s touch screen; the user interface can even shuffle
the digits or substitute them with pictures to make logging extremely difficult.

Both scenarios also use a short-range communication channel (cf. line 3 and 8 in scenario
1, and line 3 in scenario 2). Therefore, avisual channelis used, over which QR-codes are
exchanged. A QR-code can only be scanned when the camera is positioned a few centimeters
in front of the screen displaying the code. This ensures thatonly the person positioned in
front of the terminal can read the information. In the first scenario, a visual channel is used
to return the signature to the terminal; in the second scenario, the signature is sent over an
RF-channel, because the terminal might not be equipped witha webcam. The signature is
based on information received via the (first) short-range channel. In the second scenario, the
signature is encrypted with the relying party’s public key.Also, the signature is based on
IDRP; hence, a phishing attack, whereRP tries to reuse the user’s authentication signature
to get access to another server’s (S) protected resources will fail, unlessRP is able to get a
trusted certificate with IDS andPKRP.

In both scenarios, we cannot exclude, with protocol mechanisms, a relay-attack, where
the smart phone forwards the received information via the scanned QR-code to another smart
phone. However, this assumes the consent of the owner of the other smart phone. Moreover,
when Bluetooth is used for relaying the information, it alsopresumes the proximity of the
other user. Although the relay-attack cannot be excluded, the authentication architecture de-
scribed in this paper is certainly much stronger than the current practice, both in terms of
the privacy of the user (where identification is replaced by attributed-based authentication),
and in terms of assurance for the relying party (where the disclosed attributes or properties
thereof, have been certified by a trusted identity provider). An additional advantage for the
relying party is that it has to store less personal information of its clients; hence, less effort
and budget has to be spent to protect this sensitive information as is required by legislation.

4 Architecture and Prototype

We have designed an architecture and implemented a prototype for validating our scenarios
and showing the practical feasibility of our ideas. The architecture comprises the handheld
deviceM, the terminalT, the authorization serverA, and the identity providerIP as intro-
duced in Section 3. We next elaborate on the general architectural concepts and give some
details on the implementation. Figure 2 illustrates a part of the user interface of the prototype,
namely the main menu and a listing of the available credentials stored on the mobile.



(a) (b)

Fig. 2. Screenshots of (a) the main menu and (b) a list of credentials.

Communication.The short-range communication channels are realized by visual channels
over which QR-codes are exchanged. Most smart phones are equipped with a camera. Both
the mobile device and the terminal have a screen on which QR-codes can be displayed. If
the terminal possesses a webcam, a bi-directional visual channel can be realized; otherwise,
only a visual channel from the terminal towards the mobile device is possible.

We used ZXing, a multi-format 1D/2D barcode image processing library in the imple-
mentation.

The architecture uses the REST [21] framework provided by RESTlet [17], a lightweight
and comprehensive open source REST framework for the Java platform. It supports all major
Internet transport protocols, data formats, and service description standards. The framework
is extended with a newconnector typeto support the QR-based visual channel.

Access control.To support attribute-based authentication, a security framework was imple-
mented for client and server entities. It includes three manager components: Thecredential
managerimplements the cryptographic protocols for issuing and showing credentials. It in-
vokes technology-specific credential handlers. For this paper, we implemented a credential
handler for the Identity Mixer Anonymous Credential System. Thestorage managerhandles
the storage and retrieval of credentials on the host device,and thepolicy managerhandles
service access policies. We use CARL [9] as formal language for specifying those policies.
The CARL language offers adequate expressiveness to address advanced authentication re-
quirements and allows for privacy-preserving, i.e., data minimizing, statements, while at the
same time allowing for user accountability. The following example policy specifies that the
service may be consumed by a requester owning a European electronic ID certifying that the
requester’s age is over 18 and with the eID not being expired:

01 own p :: eID issued-byEU-Gov
02 wherep.dateO f Birth≤ dateMinusYears(today(),18)



∧p.expDate> today()

In the RESTlet [17] framework each resource of a party is protected by aguard, also called
ChallengeAuthenticator, which enforces the authentication requirements an accessrequester
needs to fulfill in order to get access to this resource. Access control at the entitiesIP and
A is technically implemented through such guards. For attribute-based authentication, a new
type of guard has been implemented which invokes the proper manager components of our
security framework. Thereby, the guard encapsulates the whole authentication and access
control process on the services site.

Secure element.Our architecture supports the use of a secure element for storing the user’s
secret key and performing all related computations. As secure element, we used the secure
Mobile Security Card SE 1.0 by G&D, a microSD card comprisinga tamper resistant Java
Card chip. We have implemented the portions of the idemix protocols comprising operations
on the user’s secret key as an applet to be executed on the secure element. The protocol
implementation of idemix onM has been adapted to invoke the computations on the secure
element for those portions. The implementation uses theOV-Chip 2.0 Bignat libraryfor
computing with arbitrary precision integers on a Java Card.

The secure element requires a PIN code to be unlocked whenever (parts of) a proof
protocol is to be computed.

Entities. The following table shows the hardware used for the different entities:
Entity Realization
M Samsung Galaxy i9000: 1 GHz ARM Cortex-A8, 512MB RAM,

480x800 WVGA Super AMOLED screen, 2592 x 1944 Camera
The smart phone is running Android 2.2

T, A, andIP DELL E4300: Intel Core2 Duo P9600 @2.54GHz, 4GB RAM, Win-
dows 7(64), 1280x720 Webcam
The three entities are run as separate services on a single Windows PC10

On the mobile deviceM runs an Android application on top of our framework which is
explained earlier. Communication is handled by the client-side implementation of the REST-
let framework.

The terminalT is realized as a GWT (v. 2.1.1) browser application, using the RESTlet-
GWT module and the PC’s display and webcam as hardware for realizing the visual chan-
nels.

The authorization serverA and identity providerIP are realized as Tomcat (v. 6.0) ap-
plications, featuring the RESTlet communication framework, the Identity Mixer and other
authentication protocols.

Registration ofU with IP. There are several ways for the user to obtain an anonymous cre-
dential from the identity providerIP. For each credential type,IP has a guard that specifies
the policy for obtaining such a credential (i.e., the requirements that have to be met). For in-
stance, the policy may specify that the user first has to authenticate with his Belgian eID card.
The attribute values that are obtained during this authentication can then be used byIP as
attributes of the credential to be issued (i.e.,IP re-certifies these values in a new anonymous
credential).

The guard- and policy-based design of the identity provideris very flexible and can be
easily adapted to whatever authentication is required.

10 In real-world deployments, these services can easily be distributed over multiple machines.



Authentication ofU toA. The authentication message flow follows the protocol specification
of Section 3. The policyπRP, specified in the CARL-language, is converted into an easy-to-
understand format, which is then displayed onM’s screen.U is required to choose how
to fulfill the policy and to give her consent to the information release. Next, the user is
challenged to enter her PIN code to activate the secure element.

5 Measurement Results

In this section we present and discuss the measurements we have obtained with respect to
our prototype. We considered three different metrics that have a major effect on the overall
system performance:

1. The runtime of a cryptographic idemix proof, that is, the runtimes of the prover and
verifier sides of the proof;

2. The additional overhead of an idemix proof incurred by theuse of the secure element;
3. The encoding size of the idemix proof, which is relevant inthe context of the bandwidth-

limited visual channels we employ.

5.1 Identity Mixer Proof Runtimes

We present measurements for a spectrum of different variants of Identity Mixer proofs. All
experiments have been repeated with three different sizes of the SRSA modulus: 1024 bits,
1536 bits and 2048 bits. For the experiments, we used different types of credentials and
different kinds of proofs.

(a) credentials with no embedded attributes (the user can then only prove to possess a valid
credential)

(b) credentials with three embedded integer attributes:
(b.1) all attributes remain hidden;
(b.2) all attributes are disclosed;
(b.3) the proof contains one inequality proof over an attribute; the values of the at-

tributes remain hidden (e.g.,eID.dateO f Birth≤ dateMinusYears(today(),16));
(b.4) the proof contains a proof over an enumeration-type attribute; the values of the

attributes remain hidden (e.g.,driverLicense.type∈ [A,B,EB]).

We use the following encoding triple as a shorthand notationfor the structure (i.e., at-
tributes and used features) of a proof: [at ,ar ,F ] with at the total number of integer attributes
embedded in the credential,ar the number of revealed attributes, andF a feature to be proven
or /0 in case of no feature.

Table 4 summarizes the average of the values we have measuredat the prover and verifier
side (without secure element) of the protocol and the overall runtime for the proof variants
(a)-(b.4) with the three different modulus sizes. The communication overhead has not been
taken into account.

Note that revealing all attribute values (b.2) is almost as efficient as proving possession of
a credential without attributes (a), which can be explainedby how the cryptographic proof is
computed (cf. [15], Sec. 6.2.3): disclosed attributes are proven with modular exponentiations
with exponents that are small compared to the actual attribute sizes and, hence, have no major
influence on the overall protocol runtime11.

11 Other experiments, not-shown here, confirmed that the overhead, as expected, is linear in the number
of attributes that remain hidden.



Proof (b.3) illustrates the computational overhead of an inequality proof (3,0, ineq), such
as proving that one’s birth happened more than 16 years ago. Similarly, in (b.4) (3,0,enum),
proving that an attribute has one of several possible valuesadds additional overhead (cf. the
protocol specification [15]).

A modulus size of 2048 bit, which is recommended for high-security applications, shows
a total runtime overhead of at least 0.9 seconds (which is farless than the time necessary for
scanning the QR-codes). The experiments revealed that the computation time on the mobile
phone is comparable to that on the server, although the prover side of the protocol needs to
perform more computations [15]. This is unexpected as the CPU of the phone is substantially
slower than the PC’s CPU. We discovered, however, that the BigInteger class in the Android
environment invokes native code, while on the PC, the class is entirely implemented in JAVA.

Table 4.Timing results (average over 100 runs), in milliseconds: prove, verify, and total.

(ms) 1024 1536 2048
(at ,ar ,F) prove verify total prove verify total prove verify total

(a) 0,0, /0 103 78 181 240 187 427 495 375 870
(b) 3,0, /0 139 125 264 323 265 588 634 515 1149
(c) 3,3, /0 102 78 180 243 187 430 495 375 870
(d) 3,0, ineq 481 436 917 1182 1077 2259 2358 2184 4542
(e) 3,0,enum 247 213 460 617 510 1127 1259 1014 2273

5.2 Overhead Caused by the Secure Element

We have measured the overhead incurred by the use of the smartµSD card as secure element
for storing the user’s secrets, including the communication between the mobile device and
the secure element.

The figures in Table 5 show a substantial additional overheadcompared to the timing
results in Table 4. The overhead for each modulus length is fixed and independent of the
proof specification. Of course, it does not influence the verifier’s side. As an example, in a
basic proof (type (a)) with a 1024 bit modulus, an additionaloverhead of 1.26s is added to
the 0.18s necessary for the proof generation without secureelement, which results in a total
of 1.44s. Note that a basic proof without attributes is comparable to the DAA scheme [5].
In related work, implementations of the DAA scheme were madeto run entirely on a secure
element [24, 3]. For the same key length, a proof takes 4.2s.

Table 5 also shows that a significant share of the additional overhead comes from the
communication between the smart phone and the secure element. This can partially be ex-
plained by the current implementation requiring four rounds of communication. This can
be reduced to two rounds, by piggy-backing the messages for PIN verification and protocol
selection (issue or prove) to the messages required by the idemix library.

Note that for the 1024 and 1536 bit modulus the communicationdelay is the same, while
for the 2048 bit modulus, the communication takes longer. This is due to the fact that com-
munication happens in message blocks of 254 bytes. For 2048 bit modulus, two message
blocks are necessary.



Table 5.Overhead, in milliseconds, incurred by the
secure element

(ms) 1024 1536 2048

build proof 1262 1606 2082
communication310 310 375
computation 952 1296 1707

Table 6.Size of the messagem2

(bytes) 1024 1536 2048

(a) 0,0, /0 793 878 1005
proof 589 675 802
header info 147 148 148
response info 57 56 56

(b) 3,0, /0 1053 1138 1267
proof 811 897 1024
header info 185 317 187
response info 56 57 57

(d) 3,0, ineq 3243 4031 4855
proof 2867 3657 1504
header info 215 317 216
response info 57 57 57

5.3 Size of QR Codes

Proofs generated by the idemix library are formatted in XML.As the visual channels used
for exchanging the QR-codes are severely limited in bandwidth, and since the idemix proof
is the largest part of the content to be transferred over thischannel, a customized space-
efficient binary format has been used for representing idemix proofs, instead of XML. Ta-
ble 6, presents the size of the messagem2, of whichSPKU is the major part. In the table, the
message size is decomposed into: theproof size, being the number of bytes of the idemix
proof; theheader infosize, being the size of additional information required to encode the
idemix proof in the custom format (such as attribute names and lengths of proof values); and
theresponse infosize, being the size of additional information required by the relying party
(such as a reference to the chosen policy).

Table 6 also shows that different proof specifications result in quite different proof sizes.
For the more complex proofs, e.g., proof (b.3), the size of the proof becomes too big to
be encoded in a single display-readable QR-code12. Two solutions exist: either, scenario 2
is used in which the proof is sent via the radio channel toA; or, the message is split into
multiple chunks which results in a series of QR-codes that are displayed one after another.

Note that the generation of the QR-codes on the mobile devicecurrently takes a substan-
tial fraction of the overall protocol runtime. For showing acredential without attributes, the
QR-code is generated in about 0.8s. For the case of an interval proof with 2048 bit modulus,
two (larger) QR-codes are generated in about 2.5s.

6 Conclusion & Future Work

Building on mobile devices, we provide a feasible solution to support attribute-based cre-
dentials as a privacy-preserving authentication solution. We presented protocols that employ
short-range channels to establish an authenticated channel between a mobile and a relying
party. Therefore, our system architecture realizes the attribute-based authentication protocols
using visual short-range communication channels based on QR-codes. Nevertheless, other
short-range channels can be supported as well.

12 The QR standard specifies that only about three kilobytes of binary data may be included in one QR
code.



For increased security and assurance, our system architecture and implementation comprises
an optional secure element based on a secureµSD token. This achieves not only sharing and
theft protection for the user’s secret key material, but also a stronger binding between a user
and her mobile device through authentication between those.
As a validation, a prototype has been built on an Android smart phone that implements two
scenarios: authentication to a vending-machine, and to a remote website. Nevertheless, our
system is applicable to a wide range of practically-relevant authentication scenarios. We pre-
sented measurements that demonstrate the feasibility of our solution and obtained encourag-
ing results regarding the practicality of anonymous authentication technologies on standard
smart phones.
Today’s smart phones suffer from vulnerabilities that may make the software-based compu-
tations or the I/O between the user and her device untrusted,e.g., captured or influenced by
a virus. Therefore, Trusted Execution Environments allow certain processes to be executed
with a higher level of assurance, thereby, e.g., ensuring that no virus can change compu-
tations or intercept the I/O of such process to the user. Developments on this are ongoing
and can be employed as orthogonal mechanism in our system architecture once they will be
deployed on mainstream platforms.

Future extensions on the protocol level may comprise the introduction of the user ac-
countability property [1, 10] through the use of verifiable encryption [6], or the support of
credential revocation mechanisms, e.g., based on dynamic accumulators. Currently, access
to the card is protected by a four digit PIN code, but may be replaced by gesture locks or bio-
metric access control for increased usability and security. Though, the CARL language offers
adequate expressiveness to address advanced authentication requirements, it lacks a number
of useful properties. For instance, the language could be further extended to support the gen-
eration of (domain-specific) pseudonyms and once revocation is supported, there should be
a proper way to provide revocation-specific information. All these features are not concep-
tually changing the constructions or architecture, which are the main focus of this paper, but
rather require some additions, like for key management.
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